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### Academic Appeals & Standards (C)
- Juanita Baltierra, TCSP
- Doug Barr, CS
- David Francisco, CS
- Ralph Meza, CS
- Penny Skaff, CS
- Jody Cox, MSE
- Morgan Barrows, ATAS
- Bouchra Nadeau, LA

### Academic Calendar (D)
- Dan Walsh, SBS
- Jenny Langrell, OELR
- Elizabeth Horan, OELR (Spring alt)

### Academic Calendar (S)
- Mark Blethen, KN&A
- Donald Bowman, BS
- Carolyn Danko, HSHS
- Linda Gleason, HSHS (alt)
- Frank Gonzalez, MSE
- Michael Hoggatt, TCSP (alt)
- Elizabeth Horan, OELR
- Jenny Langrell, OELR (Chair)
- Lucas Ochoa, FAMT
- Abby Sirulnik, MSE (alt)
- Bob Cosgrove, LA (Senate Rep)
- Alinde Herron, ATAS (alt)
- Doug Barr, CS
- Penny Skaff, CS (alt)
- Mike Merrifield, SBS (alt)
- Margot Lovett, SBS

### Academic Senate Elections (S)
- Kim d’Arcy, TCSP

### Academic Standards & Ethics (S)
- Larry Moore, BS

### Accessibility Task Force (C)

### Accreditation (S)
- Claire Cesareo-Silva, SBS
- Margot Lovett, SBS
- Maria Mayenzet, FAMT
- Anthony Teng, BS
- Mike Long, CS
- Blake Stephens, ATAS
- Jenny Langrell, OELR

### Alumni Steering (C)
- Lydia Welhan, OELR
- Nancy Allah, OELR

### Associate Faculty Support (C)
- Teresa Bear, MSE
- Christina Hinkle, SBS
- Nicole Loftus, SBS

### Basic Aid Allocation Council (D)
- Dan Walsh, SBS
- Bruce Gilman, LA

### Basic Skills Initiative (S)
- April Cunningham, OELR
- Chin Lam, LA
- Bruce Gilman, LA
- Christina Nigrelli, SBS
- Michael Hoggatt, TCSP
- Jon A. Mochizuki, SBS
- Shelli Banga, LA
- Stevie Daniels, LA
- Sarah Chang, CS
- Deanna Avetisian, MSE
- Patrick Quigley, MSE
- Sharyn Sotelo, MSE
- Michele Rousseau, MSE
- Marina Aminy, LA

The Academic Senate does not monitor committee attendance, nor establish or announce committee meeting times. It would be best if the various chairs communicated directly to the faculty members appointed to their committee.
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Bookstore (C)
Barbara Huggins, HSHS
Barbara Penland, HSHS
Kalon Morris, MSE
Stephanie Sorenson, MSE
Richard White, FAMT

BP & AR Advisory Council (D)
Dan Walsh, SBS

Career Technical Education (C)
Hency Chu, HSHS
Michael Engels, CS
Jan Ventura, CS
Robert Farnsworth, ATAS
Lisa Inlow, ATAS
Glen Stevenson, ATAS
Don Bowman, BS
Rebecca Knapp, BS

Chancellor's Council (D)

Commencement (C)
Bernadette Davis, SBS
Georgios Kouritas, FAMT
Steve Crapo, KN&A
Christina White, MSE
Amina Yassine, LA

Constitution and Bylaws (S)

Consultation Council (C)
Bob Cosgrove, LA
Bruce Gilman, LA
Kim Stankovich, FAMT
Dan Walsh, SBS
Alannah Rosenberg, SBS
Kim d’Arcy, TCSP

Cross Cultural Studies Advisory (S)
Ana Maria Cobos, OELR (Fall)
April Cubbage, SBS
Claire Cesareo-Silva, SBS
Margot Lovett, SBS
Allison Camelot, SBS
Thomas O’Leary, FAMT
Maria Teresa Romero, SBS
Barbara Huggins, HSHS
Maryam Azary, CS
Michael Engels, CS
Carmenmara Hernandez-Bravo, LA
Bouchra Nadreau, LA
Amina Yassine, LA
Amira Wegenek, SBS

Curriculum (S)
Ana Maria Cobos, OELR (Fall)
Elizabeth Horan, OELR
Steve Robertson, FAMT
Kris Leppien-Christensen, SBS (Chair)
Carmenmara Hernandez-Bravo, LA
Bill McGuire, FAMT (Fall)
Barbara Cox, BS
Tom DeDonno, BS
Pamme Turner, EI
Marina Aminy, LA
Jennifer Forouzesh, HSHS
Jennifer Higgenson, KN&A (Fall)
Steve Crapo, KN&A (Fall)
Pam Barr, CS
Ralph Meza, CS
Jody Cox, MSE
Jim Repka, MSE
Lindsay Fox, ATAS
Ken Lee, ATAS (alt)
Dan Walsh, SBS (alt)
Barbara Tamialis, SBS
Cristy Brenner, SBS

The Academic Senate does not monitor committee attendance, nor establish or announce committee meeting times. It would be best if the various chairs communicated directly to the faculty members appointed to their committee.
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Michael Hoggatt, TCSP
Carolyn Danko, HSHS
Clifford Meyer, ATAS
April Cunningham, OELR (Spring)
Karla Westphal, M (alt)
Lesley Lowe, EI (Spring)
Kerry Crabb, KN&A (Spring)

**Disruptive Students/Classroom Mgmt (C)**

**Distance Education (S)**
Jenny Langrell, OELR
Barbara Tamialis, SBS
Ken Woodward, SBS (spring)
Kris Leppien-Christensen, SBS
Carol Bender, SBS
Christina Smith, SBS
Sherry Miller-White, SBS
Anne Cox, SBS
Allison Camelot, SBS
Barbara Cox, BS
Joyce Quade, BS
Martin Welc, BS
Rita Tamer, HSHS
Patty Evans-Wallin, MSE
Monica Friedrich, MSE
Kalon Morris, MSE
Karen Taylor, ATAS
Amina Yassine, LA
Caroline Gee, SBS (Chair)
Scott Howlett, SBS
Nicole Loftus, SBS
Stevie Daniels, LA

**District External Scan Selection Team (D)**
Bob Cosgrove, LA

**District Resources Allocation Council (D)**
Bob Cosgrove, LA
Morgan Barrows, ATAS

**District Technology Committee (D)**
Jenny Langrell, OELR

**District Web Focus Group (D)**

**Educational Master Plan (D)**

**Educational Planning and Assessment (S)**
April Cunningham, OELR
Heidi Ochoa, FAMT
Kris Leppien-Christensen, SBS
Claire Cesareo-Silva, SBS
Barbara Cox, BS
Safiah Mamoon, HSHS
Kim Stankovich, FAMT
Jeff Vogel, LA

**Equity & Diversity (S)**
Claire Cesareo-Silva, SBS
Larry Radden, FAMT
Andy Ground, KN&A
Kim Branch-Stewart, HSHS
Carmenmara Hernandez-Bravo, LA

**Faculty Development/ Flex Activities (S)**
Jane Horlings, MSE (Chair)
Wendy Gordon, OELR
Georgina Guy, TCSP
April Cubbage, SBS
Patrizia Goldberg, BS
Brandee Craig, KN&A
Mark McElroy, KN&A
Steve Crapo, KN&A
Linda Call, HSHS
Linda Gleason, HSHS
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Kent McFann, FAMT
Peter Borella, MSE
Marcelo Pires, MSE
Steve Teh, MSE
Michael Channing, LA
Rene Bangerter, LA
Maria Kiernan, EI
Lindsay Fox, ATAS
Lisa Inlow, ATAS
Amina Yassine, LA
Juanita Baltierra, TCSP
Jan Ventura, CS (Fall)
Doug Barr, CS (Spring)

**Full-Time Faculty Hiring Prioritization (S)**
Janet Bagwell, LA
Zina Boratynek, TCSP
Peter Borella, MSE
Ana Maria Cobos, OELR
Robert Farnsworth, ATAS
Jennifer Forouzesh, HSHS
Dorothy Garant, KN&A
Patrizia Goldberg, BS
Maria Kiernan, EI
Alannah Rosenberg, SBS (Chair)
Jan Ventura, CS
Norm Weston, FAMT
Margot Lovett, SBS

**Faculty Development/ Funding (S)**
Diane McGroarty, ATAS (Co-Chair)
Carol Bander, LA (Co-Chair)
Wendy Gordon, OELR (Fall)
Maria Kiernan, EI
Rick Reese, FAMT
Georgina Guy, TCSP
Kerry Crabb, KN&A (Spring)
Phillis Kucharski, HSHS
Mariana DeSaracho, CS (alt)
Elizabeth Ininns, MSE
Alinde Herron, ATAS
Basil Smith, LA
Margaret Huang, HSHS (Fall)
Cristy Brenner, SBS

**General Education (S)**
Ana Maria Cobos, OELR (Fall)
Elizabeth Horan, OELR (alt)
Barbara Tamialis, SBS
Kris Leppien-Christensen, SBS
Tom DeDonno, BS
Carmenmara Hernandez-Bravo, LA
Ralph Meza, CS
Mike Petricig, MSE
Carmenmara Hernandez-Bravo
Julie Jenner, FAMT
April Cunningham, OELR (Spring)
Jennifer Forouzesh, HSHS (Spring)

**Food and Beverage (C)**
Barbara Penland, HSHS
Ronald Anderson, MSE
Lisa Inlow, ATAS

**Grade Grievance (C)**

**Health and Wellness Advisory (D)**
Shelli Banga, LA
Steve Teh, MSE

**Foundation Board (C)**
(one appointed rep)
Blake Stephens, ATAS

**Hiring Committees (C)**
(Jan Duquette, KN&A
Mark Blethen, KN&A
Jennifer Higginson, KN&A
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Dorothy Garant, KN&A) (Bob Cosgrove, LA
Kris Leppien-Christensen, SBS
Kim Stankovich, FAMT) (Clifford Meyer, ATAS
Morgan Barrows, ATAS
Kenneth Welch, ATAS
Ken Lee, ATAS
Raj Dhillon, ATAS)
(Marina Aminy, LA
Shellie Banga, LA
Jack Beckham, LA
Bill Stevenson, LA
Matthew Hunt, LA)
(Jan Duquette, KN&A
Mark Blethen, KN&A
Jennifer Higgins, KN&A
Dorothy Garant, KN&A)
(Jeanne Smith, MSE
Jody Cox, MSE
Sumaya McCleave, MSE
Lisa Silveira, MSE
Patty Evans Wallin)
(Jennifer Forouzesh, HSHS
Diane Pestolesi, HSHS
Pat McGinley, HSHS
Carrie Danko, HSHS
Samantha Venable, HSHS)
(Dan Walsh, SBS)
(Tony Huntley, MSE
Steve Teh, MSE
Karah Street, MSE
Elizabeth Ininns, MSE
Abby Sirulnik, MSE)
(Scott Fier, MSE
Bill Alston, MSE
Teresa Bear, MSE
Christina White, MSE
Jim Zoval, MSE)
(Barbara Cox, BS
Martin Welc, BS
Rebecca Knapp, BS
Anthony Teng, BS)
(Larry Grihalva, HSHS
Rob Henry, HSHS
Kim Branch-Stewart, HSHS
Diane Pestolesi, HSHS)
(Samantha Venable, HSHS)
(Bob Cosgrove, LA
(Kimberly Stankovich, FAMT
Larry Radden, FAMT
Heidi Ochoa, FAMT
Lucas Ochoa, FAMT)
(Veronica Obermeyer, FAMT
Patricia Levin, FAMT
Rick Reese, FAMT
Larry Jones, FAMT
Vito-Leonardo Scarola, FAMT
Chris Claflin, ATAS)
(Elizabeth Horan, OELR)

Honors Board (S)
Alannah Rosenberg, SBS (Co-Chair)
Collette Chattopadhyay, EI (Co-Chair)
Rebecca Knapp, BS
Juanita Baltierra, TCSP
Barbara Benavides, TCSP
Jayne Klunder, TCSP
Miki Mikolajczak, TCSP
Scott Farthing, FAMT
Suki Fisher, LA
Bruce Gilman, LA
Jennifer Hedgecock, LA
Michael Hunt, LA
Connie Kiyhet, LA
Gary Luke, LA
Gina Shaffer, LA
Bill Stevenson, LA
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Richard Victor, LA
Ray Zimmerman, LA
Frank Gonzalez, MSE
James Repka, MSE
Karla Westphal, MSE
Jenny Langrell, OELR
Christy Ake, SBS
David DiLeo, SBS
Margot Lovett, SBS
Brad Retterle, SBS
Maureen Smith, SBS
Larry Twicken, SBS
Jonathan Wadley, SBS
Bouchra Nadeau, LA
Basil Smith, LA
Sarah Chang, CS

Outreach (C)
Orlantha Nin, TCSP
Joey Sellers, FAMT
Kirill Gliadkovsky, FAMT
Jack Beckham, LA
Sharon Haas, KN&A
Sommer McCartney, KN&A
Michael Engels, CS
Mike Long, CS
Eugene Evancoe, ATAS
Amina Yassine, LA
Jeff Vogel, LA

Planning and Budget Steering (C)
Alannah Rosenberg, SBS
Orlantha Nin, TCSP
Bob Cosgrove, LA
Claire Cesareo-Silva, SBS

Program Discontinuance (S)

Sabbatical Leave (D)
Veronica Obermeyer, FAMT
Pamme Turner, EI
Jan Duquette, KN&A
Samantha Venable, HSHS
Georgina Guy, TCSP
Tony Huntley, MSE (Chair)
Scott Fier, MSE
Wendy Gordon, OELR
Renee Garcia, SBS
Matt Hunt, LA

Safety and Disaster Preparedness (C)
Joshua Pryor, LA
Steve J. Korper, BS
Larry Moore, BS
Cristy Brenner, SBS
Matt Sherman, KN&A
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Larry Grihalva, HSHS
Randy Hardick, HSHS
Candy Nelson, HSHS
Loretta Niccola, HSHS
Patricia Sullivan, BS
Abby Sirulnik, MSE
Clifford Meyer, ATAS
Blake Stephens, ATAS
Larry Jones, FAMT
Lem Chin, ATAS

Georgina Guy, TCSP
Lorna Hopkins, TCSP
Juanita Baltierra, TCSP (alt)
Michael Engels, Advisory, CTE and Outreach
Claire Cesareo-Silva, EPA
Dan Walsh, Academic Senate
Kimberly Stankovich, Academic Senate
Bruce Gilman, Co-Chair

**Scholarship-Spring only (C)**
Kirill Gliadkovsky, FAMT
Georgios Koritas, FAMT
Alex Llorente, BS
Brandee Craig, KN&A
Sharon Haas, KN&A
Matt Sherman, KN&A
Christina Bowles, HSHS
Patricia Sullivan, BS
Christina White, MSE
Karen Taylor, ATAS
Amina Yassine, LA

**Study Abroad (S)**
Jedrek Mularski, SBS
Maureen Smith, SBS
Vito-Leonardo Scarola, FAMT
Alex Llorente, BS
Christina Bowles, HSHS
Gary Luke, LA
Monica Friedrich, MSE
Diane McGroarty, ATAS
Carmenmara Hernandez-Bravo, LA
Bouchra Nadeau, LA
Michael Merrifield, SBS (Chair)

**Student Success (S)**
Emily Quinlan, BS
Patrizia Goldberg, BS
Penny Skaff, CS, (Co-Chair)
Sharon Nussenbaum, CS
Ariel Alexander, FAMT
Scott Farthing, FAMT
Nancy Allah, LA
Stevie Daniels, LA
Gary Luke, LA
Sumaya McCleave, MSE
April Cunningham, OELR
Elizabeth Horan, OELR
Renee Garcia, SBS
Christina Hinkle, SBS

**Technology (C)**
Mariana DeSaracho, CS
Todd Brei, MSE
Ken Lee, ATAS
Glen Stevenson, ATAS
Jenny Langrell, OELR

**Tenure Review Committees (new faculty)**

**Transfer (S)**
Mariana DeSaracho, CS
Ralph Meza, CS
Sharon Nussenbaum, CS
Monica Friedrich, MSE
Juanita Baltierra, TCSP
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**Women and Gender Studies (S)**
Ariel Alexander, FAMT
April Cubbage, SBS (Chair)
Anne Cox, SBS
Margot Lovett, SBS
Allison Camelot, SBS
Deidre Cavazzi, KN&A
Caroline Gee, SBS
Patricia Levin, FAMT

**Writing Center Steering**
Joshua Pryor, LA
Carol Ziehm, LA
Carol Schachat, SBS
Shelli Banga, LA
Bill Stevenson, LA

**Strategic Planning Groups**

**College Advancement (C)**

**Educational Development (C)**
Claire Cesareo-Silva, SBS

**Operational Support and Resources (C)**

**Student Affairs (C)**
Orlantha Nin, TCSP
Alannah Rosenberg, SBS
Steve Handa, CS

The Academic Senate does not monitor committee attendance, nor establish or announce committee meeting times. It would be best if the various chairs communicated directly to the faculty members appointed to their committee.